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Abstract: With the explosive growth of product reviews, review rating prediction has become an
important research topic which has a wide range of applications. The existing review rating prediction
methods use a unified model to perform rating prediction on reviews published by different users,
ignoring the differences of users within these reviews. Constructing a separate personalized model for
each user to capture the user’s personalized sentiment expression is an effective attempt to improve
the performance of the review rating prediction. The user-personalized sentiment information can be
obtained not only by the review text but also by the user-item rating matrix. Therefore, we propose
a user-personalized review rating prediction method by integrating the review text and user-item
rating matrix information. In our approach, each user has a personalized review rating prediction
model, which is decomposed into two components, one part is based on review text and the other
is based on user-item rating matrix. Through extensive experiments on Yelp and Douban datasets,
we validate that our methods can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: review rating prediction; sentiment classification; user-item matrix; user-personalized model

1. Introduction
Web 2.0 and e-commerce have triggered an explosion of online reviews. These reviews usually
contain a large amount of sentiment and opinion information that is essential to many decision-making
processes, such as personalized consumption decisions, product quality tracking, and public opinion
mining. How to mine the information of reviews on sentiment and opinions has become a fundamental
problem in natural language processing (NLP) and Web mining fields [1,2].
Sentiment polarity classification of online reviews has been widely studied in NLP, but it gradually
fails to meet the requirement for mining fine-grained sentiment [3–7]. For example, a consumer
doesn’t know how to choose the optimum product from all kinds of products when they all belong
to the positive sentiment polarity. Some studies have shown that consumers are willing to pay
20% to 99% extra for five-star ratings rather than four-star ratings [8]. This indicates that slight
differences in product ratings may lead to dramatic changes in product sales. For opinion mining, the
government should not only understand the positive and negative sentiment polarities but also further
understand the intensity of positive and negative sentiments in order to distinguish the urgency of
public opinion events and take different measures. Therefore, researchers are increasingly concerned
with review rating predictions (RRP). Existing RRP methods based on the review text content mainly
transform review text into feature vectors and then employ a machine learning model to predict review
rates [9–13]. For example, RRP is considered as a feature engineering problem, and the performance of
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RRP is improved by extracting different features, such as words, lexical patterns, syntactic structures,
and semantic topics from the review text content [10]. Zhang et al. extracted the feature from review
text content through word embedding and a Convolutional Neural Network CNN and then realized
the RRP through the fully connected network. In this way, the performance of the RRP is improved [13].
The RRP methods based on review text content have an implicit assumption that the sentiment
magnitude expressed by different users using the same sentiment words is consistent, and the
sentiment magnitude expressed by different sentiment words is different. However, this implicit
hypothesis does not match the actual situation. For example, different users providing similar reviews
on a product might rate it differently, or they might give it the same rating while writing very different
reviews, depending on how strict/lenient they are or how they like to convey their opinions. Wang
et al. believe that the rating is not entirely determined by the review text content, because a harsh
user may comment on all products with strict words, even if they give the product a high rating [14].
Different consumers make use of the same sentiment words to express different sentiment intensities,
which reflects the consumer’s personalized expression when using sentiment words. Based on the
above analysis, we found that the RRP is not only related to the review text content but is also related
to the personalized information of the reviewer.
Review text content is an important source of information for obtaining personalized information
regarding users. Wu et al. considered the personalized information of micro-blog users, proposed a
personalized micro-blog sentiment classification method, and achieved better sentiment classification
performance [15]. The user-item rating matrix is another data source for obtaining personalized
information about users. From the perspective of the recommendation system, based on the historical
rating in the user-item rating matrix, the personalized information of the users can be mined through
the collaborative filtering algorithm [16–21].
The main problem with the existing RRP methods based on the review text content is that the
user personalization dependency of the sentiment word cannot be fully exploited only based on
the review text content. The user personalized information can be obtained not only by the review
text content but also by the user-item rating matrix [22]. Therefore, we propose a user-personalized
review rating prediction (UPRRP) method based on review text content and user-item rating matrix
by integrating the review text content and user-item rating matrix information. Our method firstly
models the commonality and personality of the user’s sentiment expression based on the review text
content and then models user personalization through the user-item rating matrix. Finally, the UPRRP
is realized by linearly integrating the review text content and the user-item rating matrix information.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
(1) We propose a novel method based on review text and user-item rating matrix for personalized
review rating prediction.
(2) We model user personality sentiment information by integrating review text and user-item
rating matrix information.
(3) Our comparative results on four datasets show that our model is significantly better than
previous approaches on tasks of review rating prediction.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces related researches on RRP. Section 3
describes the three UPRRP methods we proposed. Experimental results on four review datasets are
reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and points out the future research direction.
2. Related Work
2.1. RRP Based on Review Content
The existing RRP is mainly implemented by mining the sentiment information contained in the
online review text content [23,24]. RRP is proposed by Pang and Lee [23]. RRP is generally formatted
as a regression problem because the ratings have a certain order. Pang and Lee implement RRP
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) multi-classifiers and SVM regression models, respectively.
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The experimental results in [23] proved that an SVM regression model is superior to an SVM
multi-classifier in RRP. The reason is that the score prediction is a continuous value rather than
a discrete category, so the classification model is not as effective as the regression model.
Qu et al. proposed a bag-of-opinions review text representation model that is different from the
traditional bag-of-words text representation model [10]. Since the role of modifiers and negative words
is considered in a bag-of-opinions model, the method in [10] finally achieves better performance than
the traditional bag-of-words model in [23].
There are some studies that consider the reviewers and items information based on review text
content [11,14]. Wang et al. believe that the rating is not entirely determined by the review text content,
because a demanding user may review all products with harsh words, even if he gives a higher rating
to products [14]. Consistent with [14], a method of merging users and products into review text content
is proposed in [11]. Li et al. implemented RRP using the parameters of the tensor factorization learning
regression model [11]. Li et al. achieved RRP and learned the parameters of the regression model by
using tensor factorization [11].
2.2. Missing Score Prediction in the User-Item Rating Matrix
One study that is highly correlated with RRP is the missing scores prediction for the user-item
rating matrix in the recommendation system. The difference between RRP and the missing score
prediction in the user-item rating matrix is that the RRP predicts the score based on the user-published
review text information and the missing score prediction predicts the missing scores in the user-item
rating matrix based on history ratings written by users. Two different types of rating prediction studies
implement rating predictions from different perspectives. Therefore, the prediction of missing scores
in the user-item rating matrix is an important reference for RRP.
The missing score-prediction methods in a user-item rating matrix mainly include two types,
which are K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and matrix factorization (MF). KNN methods mainly include
two types of methods, one is KNN based on a user similarity calculation and the other is KNN
based on an item similarity calculation [25,26]. The essence of KNN based on the user similarity
calculation method is to calculate the similarity between users based on the user-item rating matrix
information and then predict the missing score of the target user based on the history rating of the K
users with the highest similarity to the target user. The KNN based on the item similarity calculation
method is similar to KNN based on the user similarity calculation method, except that the user is
replaced by an item. The essence of MF is to project users and items into a shared latent factor space
and then use the latent factor vector of the user and the item to model interactions between users
and items [16–21]. Recently, there has been a trend of applying deep learning techniques in the
recommendation [27,28]. For example, He et al. generalized matrix factorization and factorization
machines to neural collaborative filtering and achieved promising performances [28].
2.3. Review-Based Recommendation
When the user-item rating matrix is sparse, the performance of the missing score prediction in the
user-item rating matrix will be significantly reduced. Therefore, some research work considers review
text content information to improve the performance of missing score predictions in the user-item
rating matrix. The effectiveness of using review text content information in recommendation has been
widely discussed and demonstrated in many existing research findings [13,29–31].
By incorporating user review text content information, some research efforts generate latent factors
for users and items by integrating topic models into the collaborative filtering framework [32–37].
One of the early studies of using review text content to improve missing score predictions in the
user-item rating matrix was presented in [38]. The study found that reviews often include information
such as price, service, positive or negative sentiments that can be used for missing score predictions in
a user-item rating matrix. A hidden factors model was proposed in [34]. This approach has achieved
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significant improvements in RRP compared to models that use only a user-item rating matrix or review
text content.
Textual reviews have also been used in deep learning models for recommendation [13,29,39,40].
In DeepCoNN, reviews are first processed by two CNNs to learn representations of users and items,
which are then concatenated and passed into a regression layer for rating prediction. A limitation of
DeepCoNN is that it uses reviews in the testing phase [13]. The performance of DeepCoNN decreases
greatly when reviews are unavailable in the testing phase. To deal with the problem, TransNet [29]
extends DeepCoNN by introducing an additional layer to simulate the review corresponding to the
target user-item pair. The generated review is then used for rating prediction.
The existing review-based recommendation method predicts the missing score in a user-item
rating matrix from the history of review text written by a user and the user-item rating matrix.
In our paper, we mainly study the rating prediction of an existing review. Existing review-based
recommendation methods provide a common RRP model for all users. In contrast, our approach
builds a user-specific review score prediction model for each user.
3. UPRRP Based on Review Text Content and a User-Item Rating Matrix
3.1. Problem Description
For an online review site that contains N items I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , i N } and M users U =
{u1 , u2 , . . . , u M }, the M users have published T reviews R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r T } on N items. Among them,
there are T1 reviews R1 = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r T1 } that have corresponding ratings V1 = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v T1 },
and the remaining (T–T1) reviews R2 = {r T1 , r T1+1 , . . . , r T } have no corresponding ratings.
In order to more clearly describe the problem, we designed a toy example in Table 1. In this
table, we can get two types of information; user-item rating matrix (UIRM) information and review
text content (RTC) information. Our goal is to predict the reviews rating (RR) by using the existing
user-item rating matrix and review text content information. That is, we want to find a function f:
(RTC, UIRM) → (RR) which can be used to compute the rating of reviews.
Table 1. A dummy example.

User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5

Item 1

Item 2

Review text content, 5
Review text content, ?
Review text content, ?

Review text content, 3

Review text content, 2
Review text content, ?

Item 3
Review text content, 4
Review text content, ?
Review text content, ?

3.2. UPRRP Method Based on Review Text Content
Review text content is a very important information source for RRP. Current review-textcontent-based RRP methods mainly use a vector space model (VSM) to express review text content
and then use a linear regression model to predict the review rating. Specifically, there are four steps
to take. Firstly, online review text content, which includes segmentations of terms, part-of-speech
tagging, and frequency statistics, should be preprocessed. Secondly, regarding words, phrases, and
n-gram as features, people employ some feature selection methods to choose features that can perfectly
express the review text content to compose the feature set. Thirdly, each online review is expressed as
a multi-dimensional vector. Finally, the linear regression model dealing with those vectors of reviews
is adopted to predict the review rating.
v̂ui = wT rui
(1)
Here, v̂ui is the predicted score of user u for item i; w is the parameters of the function; rui is the
vector representation of review text content.
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Because of the difference of sentiment expression among different users in product review sites,
the general RRP model established for all users does not accurately understand the particular sentiment
information of each user. It is the most intuitive way to design a personalized RRP method for each user
by using the personal review text content posted by each user in product review sites. Nevertheless,
in product review sites, the personal review text content posted by a single user is generally very
scarce. Therefore, based on the personal review text content information alone, it is very difficult to
accurately train a UPRRP model for each user.
Social science research shows that while online users express their sentiments in a personalized
way, different users share many of the same sentiment expressions [41]. For example, “poor” and “bad”
are often used to express negative emotions between different users. Therefore, taking full advantage
of the shared sentiment information between different users can effectively solve the problem of
insufficient data of individual users.
Based on the above analysis, a UPRRP model based on the review text content (UPRRP+RTC) is
proposed. In order to model the sentiment commonality of different users and sentiment personality
of a single user, the UPRRP model is decomposed into two parts, one is public and the other is
user-specific. The public part shared by all users is used to describe the sentiment information
shared by different users. The model parameters in the public part are trained using all the user
data. The user-specific portion that is unique to each user is used to describe the specific sentiment
expression for each user. The model parameters in the user-special part are trained using the single
user’s data.
To be specific, user u has published a review rui on the item i. The UPRRP model based on the
review text content is as follows:
v̂ui = (w + wu ) T rui
(2)
Here, v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w and wu are the public and specific
parameters in UPRRP model; rui is the vector representation of review text content.
To estimate the parameter vectors w and wu , given R1 = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r T1 } and V1 =
{v1 , v2 , . . . , v T1 }, we minimize the objective function by applying the least squares error loss principle
in the training data set.
min

w,wu

∑



2
(vui − (w + wu )T rui ) + λ kwk2 + kwu k2

(3)

trainsets

Here, kwk and kwu k are the regular terms and λ is the regular coefficient. To calculate the
parameter vectors w and wu , we solve this optimization function by applying a stochastic gradient
descent. Finally, we learn the parameters w and wu by using the following update rules.
w ← w + η (ε ui rui − λw)

(4)

wu ← wu + η (ε ui rui − λwu )

(5)

Here, ε ui = vui − (w + wu ) T rui , η is learning rate. After getting w and wu , given R2 =
{r T1+1 , r T1+2 , . . . , r T }, we predict the review rating by using v̂ui = (w + wu )T rui .
3.3. UPRRP Based on the User-Item Rating Matrix
In the Recommender Systems (RS), the key to personalized modeling and recommendations
for users is to predict the score of the missing rating in UIRM based on the historical ratings in the
UIRM. The existing mainstream recommendation method is collaborative filtering (CF), which mainly
includes two types of methods; K nearest neighbor method (KNN) based on user similarity or item
similarity and matrix factorization (MF) method based on the latent factor model.
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KNN-based RRP includes KNN based on user similarity and KNN based on item similarity.
The ideas of these two methods are basically the same. Since our goal is to achieve RRP by mining the
user’s personalized information. Therefore, we adapt the KNN based on user similarity.
RRP based on matrix factorization is the most popular method in RS. The core idea of the algorithm
is to first find latent factors related to the user’s personalized preferences, and then associate the users
with the items through the latent factors. By mining the user’s personalized information, the user’s
rating of the item is finally realized.
The two types of methods based on KNN and MF have different perspectives in implementing
RRP. Considering the information complementarity, we propose a UPRRP model based on the user-item
rating matrix by integrating KNN and MF algorithms.
v̂ui = (1 − β)

∑

u0∈C

suu0 vu0 i + βpu qiT

(6)

Here, β is the parameter that must be estimated, which is used to adjust the proportion of KNN
and MF in our method. v̂ui is the predicted rating of user u for item i, C is the set of k nearest neighbors
of user u, suu’ is the similarity between the user u and the user u’, and vu’i is the rating of the item i by
the user u’. We define su as a k-dimensional vector which is composed of suu’ , and vi is a k-dimensional
vector which is composed of vu’i . pu is the latent factor vector of user u, qi is the latent factor vector of
the item i.
To calculate the parameter β, su , pu , and qi , given the training data set R1 = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r T1 } and
V1 = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v T1 }, we use the least-square error loss in training data as the objective function.
min

suu0 ,pu ,qi

∑

(vui − (1 − β)

∑

u0∈C

trainsets

2

suu0 vu0 i − βpu qiT ) + λ(ksu k2 + kpu k2 + kqi k2 )

(7)

Here, λ is the regular coefficient, ksu k, kpu k, and kqi k are the regular terms of the parameter.
To estimate the parameter β, su , pu , and qi , we first traverse β from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01, and then
solve this optimization problem for each fixed β by applying a stochastic gradient descent algorithm
in the training dataset. We learn the parameters su , pu , and qi by using the following update rules.
su ← su + η ((1 − β)ε ui vi − λsu )

(8)

pu ← pu + η ( βε ui qi − λpu )

(9)

qi ← qi + η ( βε ui pu − λqi )

(10)

Here, ε ui = vui − (1 − β) ∑ suu0 vu0 i − βpu qiT , η is learning rate. After getting β, su , pu , and
u0∈C

qi , given R2 = {r T1+1 , r T1+2 , . . . , r T }, we can use v̂ui = (1 − β) ∑ suu0 vu0 i + βpu qiT to predict the
u0∈C

review rating.
3.4. UPRRP Based on Review Text Content and the User-Item Rating Matrix
There are mainly two types of methods in existing RRP. The first one includes the methods based
on review text content, which can be described as a function f1: (RTC) → (RR). It simply ignores
the relationship between the reviewers and the items. The other one contains the methods based on
collaborative filtering, which can be described as a function f2: (UIRM) → (RR). This type of method
exploits no information from review text content. Review text content and the user-item rating matrix
are two types of different information sources for obtaining users’ personalized sentiment information.
Based on Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we propose a UPRRP method based on the review text content and the
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user-item rating matrix by integrating the review text content information and the user-item rating
matrix information.
"
#
v̂ui = (1 − α)(w + wu ) T rui + α (1 − β)

∑

u0∈C

suu0 vu0 i + βpu qiT

(11)

Here, β is the parameter which is estimated in Section 3.3, α is parameter that needs to estimated
and is used to adjust the proportion of UPRRP based on review text content and UPRRP based on
user-item rating in our method. vui is the predicted rating of user u for item i; w and wu are the
common and specific parameters in the UPRRP model; rui is the vector representation of review text
content. C is the set of k nearest neighbors of user u, suu’ is the similarity between the user u and the
user u’, and vu’i is the rating of the item i by the user u’. pu is the latent factor vector of user u and qi is
the latent factor vector of the item i.
In order to get the optimum parameters α, w, wu , su , pu , and qi , we use the least-square error loss
to minimize the objective function in the training datasets.
min

∑

w,wu ,suu0 ,pu ,qi trainsets





T

vui − (1 − α)(w + wu ) rui − α (1 − β) ∑ suu0 vu0 i +
2

2

u0∈C

2

βpu qiT
2

2
(12)
2

+λ(kwk + kwu k + ksu k + kpu k + kqi k )
Here, λ is the regular coefficient, kwk, kwu k, ksu k, kpu k, and kqi k are the regular terms of the
parameter. To estimate the parameter α, w, wu , su , pu , and qi , we first get the optimal parameters β
based on Section 3.3, then traverse α from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01, and finally, use a stochastic gradient
descent algorithm to solve this optimization problem for each fixed α in the training dataset. We learn
the parameters w, wu , su , pu , and qi by applying the following update rules.

Here, ε ui = vui

w ← w + η ((1 − α)ε ui rui − λw)

(13)

wu ← wu + η ((1 − α)ε ui rui − λwu )

(14)

su ← su + η (α(1 − β)ε ui vi − λsu )

(15)

pu ← pu + η (αβε ui qi − λpu )

(16)

qi ← qi + η (αβε ui pu − λqi )
(17)


− (1 − α)(w + wu )T rui − α (1 − β) ∑ suu0 vu0 i + βpu qiT , η is learning rate.
u0∈C

After getting α, w, wu , su , pu , and qi , given R2 = {r T1+1 , r T1+2 , . . . , r T }, we can use v̂ui =
(1 − α)(w + wu )T rui + α (1 − β) ∑ suu0 vu0 i + βpu qiT to predict the review rating.
u0∈C

4. Experiments and Evaluations
We conducted experiments on four datasets that provide user review and rating information
in order to evaluate our proposed model. Section 4.1 described the datasets and the evaluation
metric in our experiments. Section 4.2 introduced the experimental settings and research problem.
Section 4.3 discussed the performance evaluation. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 described the parameters and
the influencing factors of our model, respectively.
4.1. Datasets and the Evaluation Metric
In order to verify the performance of our proposed methods, we performed some experiments on
two English datasets and two Chinese datasets. The two public English datasets are from Yelp2013
and Yelp2014, which is a large-scale dataset consisting of restaurant reviews (https://www.yelp.com/
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dataset/challenge). At the same time, in order to evaluate the performance of our model in Chinese
reviews, we constructed two Douban movie review datasets because there is no suitable public dataset
in Chinese.
Douban is a popular Chinese website. Users can post comments on movies, books, and music
and at the same time, give a 1–5 star rating. We first download the Douban movie user information
through the Application Programming Interface (API) provided by Douban and then sort the Douban
movie users according to the number of reviews published. We choose users who have published
more than 50 movie reviews as seed users. We obtain the movie reviews published by seed users
through the Douban API interface. Based on the captured Douban movie review data, two movie
review datasets were constructed. Table 2 shows the statistical information on the four datasets.
Table 2. Statistical information of Yelp2014, Yelp2013, and two Douban movie review datasets.
Datasets

#users

#reviews

#items

#reviews/user

Matrix Density

Douban1
Douban2
Yelp2014
Yelp2013

1476
1079
4818
1631

22593
13858
231163
78966

3041
2087
4194
1633

15.31
12.84
47.97
48.42

0.005034
0.006154
0.011440
0.029648

In Table 2, the user-item rating matrix density is calculated as follows.
DensityUIRM =

Number(reviews)
Number(users) × Number(items)

(18)

Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) are used as metrics to evaluate
the performance of RRP methods. MAE and RMSE are defined as follows:
∑ |v̂ui − vui |

MAE =

RMSE =

testsets

Ntotal

v
u
u ∑ (v̂ui − vui )2
t testsets
Ntotal

(19)

(20)

Here, v̂ui is the predicted score by various methods, vui is the true score of the review in the test
set, and Ntotal is the reviews number in the test set.
4.2. Experimental Settings and Research Questions
We randomly split each dataset into two parts; training datasets and test datasets. A total of
80% of each dataset is used as the training dataset and the rest is used as the test dataset. All the
hyper-parameters in our methods are selected in the training dataset. We compare our proposed
models to several baseline methods.
RRP+LR: RRP method based on review text content by using a linear regression model.
RRP+KNN: RRP method using k-nearest neighbor based on user similarity.
RRP+MF: RRP method using matrix factorization.
UPRRP+UPRM: UPRRP method based on the user-item rating matrix by combining k-nearest
neighbor and matrix factorization.
UPRRP+RTC: UPRRP method based on review text content by modeling the sentiment
commonality of different users and sentiment personality of an individual user.
UPRRP+RTC+UPRM: UPRRP method based on review text content information and user-item
rating matrix information.
By combining the review text content information and user-item rating matrix information,
we propose a UPRRP method based on the review text content and the user-item rating matrix.
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To analyze the performance of our method and the factors that affect the performance of our method,
we performed three experiments to answer the following three questions in four different datasets.
(1) Whether the performance of our method is better than the benchmark method.
(2) The sensitivity of our method to parameters α and β.
(3) Analysis of factors affecting the performance of our methods.
4.3. Performance Comparison of Different Methods
In this subsection, we compared our method and three benchmark methods on four different
datasets. The RRP results of six different methods are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) of six different methods in
four datasets.
Datasets

Metric

RRP +
KNN

RRP +
MF

RRP +
LR

UPRRP +
UIRM

UPRRP +
RTC

UPRRP +
RTC + UIRM

Douban1
Douban1
Douban2
Douban2
Yelp2014
Yelp2014
Yelp2013
Yelp2013

MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE

1.0659
1.4547
1.0626
1.4271
0.7112
0.9993
0.6987
0.9856

0.8341
1.0653
0.8056
1.0387
0.5132
0.8146
0.4871
0.8042

0.8477
1.1008
0.8277
1.0741
0.5686
0.8985
0.5623
0.8931

0.8125
1.0442
0.7870
0.9913
0.4852
0.8123
0.4762
0.7914

0.8216
1.0491
0.8081
1.0282
0.5158
0.8326
0.4961
0.8024

0.8011
0.9799
0.7605
0.9794
0.4641
0.7846
0.4472
0.7641

From Table 3, we can find that our approach reduced the MAE and RMSE of the RRP and achieved
better performance than the three benchmark methods in the four different datasets. Compared with
RRP+LR, UPRRP+RTC achieved a better performance. This is because only the sentiment commonality
information of different users is considered in RRP+LR, whereas the sentiment commonality of
different users and sentiment personality of single users are considered in UPRRP+RTC.
In three baseline methods, RRP+MF have the best performance in four different datasets.
Compared with RRP+MF, the MAE of UPRRP+UIRM+RTC separately decreased by 5.6% ((0.8056 −
0.7605) / 0.8056) and 8.2% ((0.4871 − 0.4472) / 0.4871) in Douban2 datasets and Yelp2013 datasets.
Experimental results in four different datasets proved that UPRRP+UIRM+RTC can improve the
performance of the RRP. This is because the user’s personalized information is considered in
UPRRP+UIRM+RTC by combining the review content and the user-item rating matrix information.
4.4. Parameter Analysis
We study the effects of different parameter settings on the performance of our proposed UPRRP
method in this section. In our method, there are two parameters α and β that need to be set. According
to the discussion in Section 3, there is a sequence problem in setting the two parameters. The parameter
β is determined first, and then the parameter α is determined.
On the training dataset, we use 10-fold cross-validation to obtain the optimal parameters α and β.
The MAE of UPRRP+UIRM vary with the parameter β in four different datasets, as shown in Figure 1.
After getting the optimal parameter β, we obtained the optimal parameter α by 10-fold cross-validation
in train datasets. The MAE of UPRRP+UIRM+RTC vary with the parameter α in four different datasets,
as shown in Figure 2.
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